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The Strategy Framework
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Ability

Financial knowledge and 
understanding

• Understanding financial 
products and concepts

• Understanding money 
management

• Understanding the role of 
money in society

Basic skills

• Applied numeracy

• Literacy

• Problem solving

Mindset

Financial attitudes and morivations

• Attitudes to money

• Aspirations and goals

General attitudes and motivations

• Self confidence

• Perseverance

• Self control

Financial Capability Survey



Quiz question from survey

• Suppose you put £100 into a savings account with a guaranteed interest rate of 2% per year. 

• You don’t make any further payments into this account and you don’t withdraw any money. 

• How much would be in the account at the end of the first year, once the interest payment is 

made? 
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Quiz question from survey
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• Suppose you put £100 into a savings account with a guaranteed interest rate of 2% per year. 

• You don’t make any further payments into this account and you don’t withdraw any money. 

• How much would be in the account at the end of the first year, once the interest payment is 

made? 



Who gets it wrong?

• Everyone…

• … but some groups over represented…

• No major difference by age

• Much more likely to be low income

• Social grades C2, D, E

• Bit less likely to be working full-time

• Much more likely to be social renters

• Some link with qualification 

• BUT a quarter of people who got it wrong have a degree
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Their attitude to money

• A bit less confident in managing money

• Less likely to feel their approach to keeping track works

• Think it’s less important to keep track

Generally seem to be a bit less engaged with money?
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Their financial behaviours

• They generally do check their balance…

• but less likely to actually keep track of income and expenditure

• Less use of digital to do online banking

• A bit less likely to discuss money – particularly with partner, friends, 

parents

• More likely to find things more of a struggle (but likely to be due to 

income?)
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Summary

• Numeracy & attitudes dotted throughout Financial Capability Strategy 

Framework

• Too many people struggle with basic numeracy

• Those who do are less engaged with money

• And less likely to exhibit good financial behaviours

• But…  Causation?  Impact of income?
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What next?

► Survey allows us to do deeper dives on link between numeracy and 

financial literacy

► Any areas of specific interest?

► OECD publication of international comparison of financial capability, 

with more questions on numeracy, out later in 2016

► Partnering with Education Endowment Foundation to prove what 

works in improving financial education
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Financial capability and 
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• Not just budgeting.

• Or even ….

What is financial capability?



A new suite of 222 new 

financial capability resources 

launched on the Citizens 

Advice website last month. 

They include dozens of 

session packs, award-winning 

toolkits and downloadable 

presentations.



• Financial capability is not just 

knowledge

• It’s the motivation and the 

attitude to take control of your 

own finances.

But those are just resources

And so teaching financial capability to 

clients is a lot like teaching any other 

key skills – like, for example, 

numeracy.





A narrow view of numeracy and financial capability



Although there is no argument that financial 

capability and numeracy are linked, it’s not fair to 

say it is a directly causal, or even correlative 

relationship.

Having poor numeracy does not always mean 

poor financial capability, or vice versa

So how are they linked?



A broader view of numeracy and financial capability



The organisation’s financial 

capability strategy – up to 

2020 – is yet to be finalised, 

but currently includes 

acknowledgment of 

numeracy as a key strand, 

amongst others.

So what are Citizens Advice doing?

• For the first time, the new resources are split 

into resources that require numeracy skills, 

and those that do not.

• Promotion of online numeracy tools, like the 

National Numeracy Challenge.

• Developing a robust impact and evaluation 

model to explore the relationship between 

numeracy and financial capability.



Any questions?



Christy McAleese 

Team manager 
03000 231 209

David Mahon 

Forums / Training & resources
03000 231 582

Hannah Luck 

Forums / Communication & 

information
03000 231 581

The Financial Skills for Life team 

Also…

Basam Diablos 

Financial capability development 

consultant 



Presented by: Bas Diablos

Date: 19th October 2015
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MoneySavingExpert.com

Deal or no deal

When do low numeracy skills stop someone getting a good deal?



MoneySavingExpert.com2
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“Do the maths”
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Do the maths add up?
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Over 50s life insurance – deal or no deal?

 Your family get a fixed lump sum when you die
 You don’t need a medical; anyone can get a plan
 The cost is low; they start from £4 per month

 You’re locked in until you die (some cap at age 90)
Miss one payment and you get nothing
 It doesn’t take account of inflation

You get a free smartphone, TV or tablet



MoneySavingExpert.com3
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Should Bob have bought the plan?

Bob is a 65-year-old in decent health who loves dancing and 
spending time with his family. He decides to put £5 a month in 
an over-50s plan which promises to pay out a lump sum of 
£725 when he dies.

Payout
£725

divided 
by

Monthly 
cost 
£5

Months in a year
12

divided 
by

= 12.08
years

Now for the maths…

If Bob lives past 77 he’s making a loss. Is he likely to live that long?
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Packaged bank account – deal or no deal?

These accounts are where you pay a monthly fee in return for 
benefits, most often bundled insurance policies.

They are a great way to get mobile phone, travel, breakdown 
and other insurance cheaply IF YOU’LL USE IT. 

If not, they can be a massive waste of money.
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Should the Foster family pay for a packaged account?

Fred and Fran and their two children Fin and Fay have a Ford 
Fiesta, four mobile phones and take a fortnight’s family 
holiday each year to France. They currently pay £88 for annual 
European travel insurance, £66 for a year’s breakdown cover 
and £11 a month to insure their phones. They’re looking at 
buying a bundled bank account that costs £18 a month.

Bank account
£18 x 12 = £216

minus
Travel + Breakdown + mobiles
£88 + £66 + (£11 * 12) = £286

= £70 
GAIN

Now for the maths…
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It’s about confidence as well as numbers

I’ve never had a natural ability when it comes to maths. But it’s 
only now, as an adult, I realise a lot of my challenges come from a 
lack of confidence and my own self-belief, rather than my actual 
ability. That maths self-doubt still riddles me in adulthood, but 
it’s something I’ve had to face head on to succeed in my job. 
Luckily now I have the confidence to ask the right people the 
right questions to learn the methodology and put it into practice.

MoneySavingExpert.com member of staff
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We’re never too old to learn
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“…but is it good mathematics 
and good financial 
education?

London Lead teachers in financial education 
funded through the London Schools 
Excellence Fund 

Steve  Stillwell: Head of Education 



3,500
UK BUSINESS
ENGAGED

In September 2014 pfeg merged into Young Enterprise to create the 

UK’s leading charity that empowers young people to harness their 

personal and business skills.

We work directly with young people, their teachers and parents, 

businesses and influencers to build a successful and sustainable future 

for all young people and society at large.

Offer a range of services to practitioners engaged in financial education 

for young people e.g. Ask pfeg, pfeg Quality Mark and pfeg website –

www.pfeg.org

Undertake a number of funded programmes e.g. Centres of Excellence.

Experience of programmes  with a mathematics focus e.g. Secondary 

Mathematics ITT.

Young Enterprise

http://www.pfeg,,org/


3,500
UK BUSINESS
ENGAGED

Funded through the London Schools Excellence Fund. 

Explore whether providing financial education within mathematics can also 

enhance student’s  attainment  and engagement. 

Mathematics curriculum at key stages 3 and 4 specifically references  the 

use of ‘financial mathematics’ and the use of finance as a context.   

26  Experienced mathematics teachers - including heads of departments  

senior leadership teams in 26 different London secondary schools.

780 young people directly involved (working with the 26 lead teachers)

London Lead Teacher in Financial Education  



3,500
UK BUSINESS
ENGAGED

Review of past GCSE maths papers showed that in both foundation and 

higher tier papers there can be in excess of 25% of paper that contain 

questions using a financial context.

Exploration of  the Chief Examiners comments in relation to these 

questions reveals that in some cases the reason students are not 

achieving  as well as they should  is down to not understanding there 

context of question, rather than a lack of mathematical ability.

In order for the students  to receive this contextualised mathematics, the 

Lead Teachers  needed to increase their knowledge, skills and confidence 

in financial mathematics.

Each lead teacher provided with bespoke training and 1-2-1 support. 

What happened 



3,500
UK BUSINESS
ENGAGED

Young people in the test group(n =260) increased their mathematical 

attainment by 21.45% when answering mathematics questions using a 

financial context. This compares to the control group (n=101) in which 

attainment was only seen to improve by 3.06% (this group was delivered 

the same maths but not using a financial context)

100% of lead teachers claimed that the students engagement in 

mathematics had increased when it was delivered using a greater 

financial context

All teachers showed an increase in knowledge, skills and confidence in 

delivering financial context mathematics from being part of the project

All teachers increased their awareness of appropriate resources to 

support financial context mathematics.

Outcomes and outputs  



3,500
UK BUSINESS
ENGAGED

New  legacy resource  www.pfeg.org

Funding from Nationwide to  develop the model within primary schools.

Outcomes and outputs  

http://www.pfeg.org/


Stephen Uden
Nationwide Building Society
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Questions and discussion
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Lunch
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Action on the ground
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Tackling the adult numeracy shortfall
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Catherine Paulson-Ellis

Department for Business Innovation and 

Skills 
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Sue Southwood
Programme Manager for Professional 
Standards and Workforce Development



The challenge

• Nationally we need to improve achievement at level 
2 in maths and English by age 19

• Staff need to be confident in both their personal 
skills and teaching approaches for maths and English

• Learners need to follow the right path and study for 
the qualification that best suits their needs and 
aspirations



Supporting senior leaders and governors

• A bespoke website to provide information, 
guidance and resources for senior leaders and 
governors 

• A Strategic Guide including a Health Check and 
case studies located on the Excellence Gateway

• We are working with 38 organisations, providing 
specialist support



Supporting  the dual professional

• Self-evaluation tool to reflect on your personal skills 
and teaching approaches. Mapped to GCSE topics. 
500 have completed for maths. English available in 
November

• Online modules to support personal skills

• English and Maths Pipelines – a differentiated 
package of support including courses and resources

• Regional Development Leads for advice and guidance



Foundation Online learning



Practitioner Research Programmes

90 practitioners supported to date. 25 places for maths and English teachers 2005-16

“The impact of the research 
has seen “us” as teachers 
and, more importantly, our 
educational institution look 
deeper into the intrinsic 
problems that have become 
rituals within our current 
practices.”



Reforming Maths and English 
Functional Skills Qualifications

Open consultation Jan – April 2016

Outcomes by August 2016
• Revised set of National Adult Literacy and Numeracy Standards
• A report with policy recommendations for ministers to include:

 Breadth of knowledge and skills required for Functional Skills to 
support learners in life and work

 The number of guided learning hours needed for learners to achieve 
the new qualification



Stages of reform

Stage 1: National Standards for maths and English 
including content to indicate breadth

Regulatory feedback

Stage 2: Ofqual review of Functional Skills.  Sets 
new conditions for assessment

Stage 3: Awarding organisations develop specifications, 
sample assessment papers and guidance

Stage 4: Providers develop curricula to enable learners 
to learn and demonstrate the requisite skills

Stage 5:  Learners study revised curricula
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ETF commissioned 
Delivery partner(s) Working Group

Maths and English 
Qualifications Reform 

Programme Board

Ofqual

Expert 
Advisory Group

Ministers

Evaluation

Open 
consultation

Governance structure



What next?

Three year proposal (to be confirmed post CSR) includes:

• Consult upon and produce new core curricula for 
maths and English

• Update Access for All 

• CPD for existing teachers 

• Update initial teacher training



Foundation online learning

Excellence Gateway

FE Advice

Newsletter

Find out more
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Jonathan Wells

Director of ForSkills, the UK’s biggest 

provider of maths and English e-learning 

for post-16

Ofqual “External Expert” in Assessment



E-learning works!



The raw data – for each learner

Outcome 
result

Student 
data

IA date 
& result

E-learning 
resources used

Progression 
analysis



Progression of learners



Success of learners



Why?
We are in phase 2 of the project now – aiming at data from 

1000+ students but our hypothesis includes:

• Learning is focussed on the skills needed

• So 15 hours is highly targeted

• The most popular resources used are 

interactive and high impact video.



http://bit.ly/elearning_report

jonathan@forskills.co.uk

http://bit.ly/elearning_report
mailto:jonathan@forskills.co.uk
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78% of adults 
in England are working 

below Level 2  

- roughly A* to C 

at GCSE

Poor numeracy is pervasive– yet often hidden 

72Copyright © National Numeracy 2015. All rights reserved

17 million adults 

(49% working age 

population) 

at similar levels to those  

expected of children at 

primary school



Addressing literacy and numeracy in the same breath 
is just weird…

73

Adults with skills equivalent to ‘C’ or above at GCSE in England:
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Data suggests that school mathematics is not 
delivering a numerate workforce… 

74

68%

achieve 

A* - C at 

GCSE 
of 16-24 year olds who 

achieve a GCSE A*-C are at 

the equivalent Adult Skills 

Level 

24%

Department for Business, Innovation 

and Skills “Skills for Life Survey 2011”.

Department for 

Education Statistics 

2012-2013

School mathematics is ever about more complex maths in very simple settings yet 

what everyone needs in the real world is rather simple maths in complex 

settings… 
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Individuals
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19-25

IMPROVING

NUMERACY 

for everyone, 

for life

Adults -

outside 

‘system’

What 
we’re 
trying to 
do…



Questions and discussion
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Future plans and AOB
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Thank you
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